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Schedule:
 Today

- Personas & Scenarios
- Storyboarding
- Data

 Class #2
- Create a Persona
- Create a Scenario
- Data Masters



Final Project DELIVERABLES:
ELECTRONIC SUBMISSIONS via shared OWLbox folder
 Your scope document
 The working JIM prototype (VP File)
 The scenarios that your prototype represents (in VP File)
 Data masters or variables for all data fields on the prototype (in VP File)
 Business rules documented in a separate Word document
 Use Cases that your prototype represents in a separate Word document
 JIM Report as a Word Document
 PowerPoint Presentation

HARDCOPY SUBMISSIONS
 Your scope document
 JIM report on your prototype with all options turned on
 Your PowerPoint presentation ( 4 Hardcopies – 3 slides per sheet for each 

submitted the day of your presentation to distribute to reviewers)



Questions for the 
CLIENT?



What 
actions will 
your users 

perform 
using your 
solution?

The Use Case Diagram



What is a 
PERSONA?



PERSONAS are: 

1. Archetypal people involved with a product or service
2. More than just a “USER” – specific people
3. Devised from OBSERVING and TALKING to people
4. A composite of many people

From SAFER: Designing for Interaction



Personas: 
TOOLS for understanding 

and communicating
USER behaviors, needs, 

desires, contexts.





Creating Personas: 
1. OBSERVE and TALK to people

2. Find a common set of behaviors or 
motivations to use as a basis

3. Give the persona a name/picture/basic 
demographic data

4. Then make them REAL

Age

Occupation

Location

Marital status

Children

Income

Education

Hobbies

Defining 

characteristics

A quoteFrom SAFER: Designing for Interaction





What is a 
SCENARIO?





Use Case & Scenarios
 First, you brainstormed some ideas about how to solve your 

problem.
 Next, you drew a Use Case Diagram that summarized the 

interactions of your solution.
 Then your specified what some of those interactions looked like 

(Use Cases).
 Now its time to tell your solution’s story to the world.

Your scenarios are the PLOT of your story.
Your personas are your PROTAGONISTS.





IMAGINE
your design concepts

IN USE



DATA



Understanding WHAT 
information the client will 
need the system to have 

to do their work



Schema for Night Owl Ticket Purchases
(Tickets are purchased by customers using credit cards)



Data Modeling 101
1. A normal entity depicts one concept
2. Attributes should be cohesive, describing everything you need 

to know about the entity.
3. Get the right level of detail, it can significant impact your 

prototype
4. Use naming conventions for your entities & attributes. Be 

consistent.
5. The relationships between entities are conceptually identical to 

the relationships between objects.
6. Cardinality asks “how many” whereas optionality asks “whether 

you must have something.”



DOCUMENT your SCENARIO in 
JUSTINMIND



JUSTINMIND



JUSTINMIND Scenarios



A well done scenario



Understanding a scenario and use cases



Understanding a scenario and use cases



DATA in Justinmind



Class 2, bring…
1. Your scenario in Justinmind
2. Your personas
3. Your data schema
4. Your prototype





1. Feature Name (Ex: ATM Transaction)







TEAM WORK SESSION



PROCESS

1. What IDEAS did you propose during brainstorming?
2. Who are your affected stakeholders? Create a 

PERSONA
3. How will they USE your solution? Create a SOLUTION
4. SHOW US HOW IT WORKS! MAKE A PROTOTYPE



Persona Definition
 “A quote…”
 Defining characteristics
 Hobbies

 Age
 Occupation
 Location
 Marital Status
 Children
 Income
 Education

Step 1:

AS A TEAM, use PowerPoint 

to quickly develop a 

PERSONA of your user.

15 Minutes



As a TEAM, write/draw your SCENARIOS.

WHAT is your person DOING?
Use your use cases or add new ones.
WHEN/WHERE/HOW is your solution being used?

20 MINUTES

Step 2:



CONSTRUCTIVE FEEDBACK
 Use our four evaluation criteria
 Ask open-ended questions and follow-up on the answers
 Ask why, what, when, where, who and how
 Set a positive, helpful tone
 Identify weaknesses, discuss them and then suggest 

improvements
 Identify strengths, discuss them, and then offer extensions
 Use all your time



In class– USE 
CASE/PROTOTYPE/SCENARIO 

REVIEW



Evaluation DIMENSIONS

1. How well does it solve the client’s problem?
a) …?
b) …?
c) …?

2. How complete is it?
a) …?

3. How correct is it?
a) …?

4. How appropriate is it?
a) …?

Your questions should generate 
constructive criticism and suggestions 
for improvement.

The number of questions for each 
dimension is up to each team and should 
represent relevant information needed.

This week focus your heuristic review on 
their Use Cases, Scenario and prototype



Next week, bring . . . 

1. Your data in JIM’s Data Masters function

2. Your scenarios

3. Your second working prototype


